Which goal?
Four categories of industrial objectives:
Industrial practice shows that the goals of any quantitative uncertainty assessment usually fall into the following four categories:
Understanding: to understand the influence or rank importance of uncertainties, thereby guiding any additional measurement, modeling or R&D efforts. Accrediting: to give credit to a model or a method of measurement, i.e. to reach an acceptable quality level for its use. Selecting: to compare relative performance and optimize the choice of a maintenance policy, an operation or design of the system. Complying: to demonstrate the system's compliance with an explicit criteria or regulatory threshold (e.g. nuclear or environmental licensing, aeronautical certification, ...)
There may be several goals in any given study or along the time: for instance, importance ranking may serve as a first study in a more complex and long study leading to the final design and/or the compliance demonstration Which criteria?
Different quantities of interest
These different objectives are embodied by different criteria upon the output variable of interest.
These criteria can focus on the outputs': range central dispersion "central" value: mean, median probability of exceeding a threshold : usually, the threshold is extreme. For example, in the certification stage of a product.
Formally, the quantity of interest is a particular feature of the pdf of the variable of interest Z Why are these questions so important?
The proper identification of: the uncertain input parameters and the nature of their uncertainty sources, the output variable of interest and the goals of a given uncertainty assessment, is the key step in the uncertainty study, as it guides the choice of the most relevant mathematical methods to be applied What is really relevant in the uncertainty study? (Extreme) quantiles, probability of exceeding a given threshold A particular quantity of interest: the "probability of failure"
G models a system (or a part of it) in operative conditions
Variable of interest Z a given state-variable of the system (e.g. a temperature, a deformation, a water level etc.)
Following an "operator's" point of view
The system is in safe operating condition if Z is above (or below) a given "safety" threshold System "failure" event:
Classical formulation (no loss of generality) in which the threshold is 0 and the system fails when Z is negative Structural Reliability Analysis (SRA) "vision": Failure if C-L < 0 (Capacity -Load) Failure domain: Problem: estimating the mean of the random variable "failure indicator":
Need of a generic and shared methodology
There has been a considerable rise in interest in many industries in the recent decade
Facing the questioning of their control authorities in an increasing number of different domains or businesses, large industrial companies have felt that domain-specific approaches are no more appropriate.
In spite of the diversity of terminologies, most of these methods share in fact many common algorithms.
That is why many industrial companies and public establishments have set up a common methodological framework which is generic to all industrial branches. This methodology has been drafted from industrial practice, which enhances its adoption by industries.
Shared global methodology
The global "uncertainty" framework is shared between EDF, CEA and several French and European partners (EADS, Dassault-Aviation, CEA, JRC, TU Delft …)
Uncertainty handbook (ESReDA framework, 2005 (ESReDA framework, -2008 Uncertainty management -the global methodology
Step C : Propagation of uncertainty sources Coming back (feedback)
Step C' : Sensitivity analysis, Ranking
Input variables
Uncertain : x Fixed : d
Uncertain : x Fixed : d Z = G(x,d) Variables of interest Z = G(x,d) Decision criterion e.g.: probability < 10 -b
Variables of interest
Step A : Specification of the problem
Quantity of interest
e.g.: variance, quantile ..
Step B: Quantification of uncertainty sources
Modeled by probability distributions 
Some comments (Step B). Available information

Some comments (Step B). Dependency
Taking into account the dependency between inputs is a crucial issue in uncertainty analysis
Using copulas structure CDF of the vector X as a function of the marginal CDF of X 1 … X n :
Using conditional distributions often based on "causality" considerations Directed Acyclic Graphs (Bayesian Networks) are helpful for representing the dependency structure 
NRPV Safety assessment: a particular UQ problem
The problem formulation is typical in most nuclear safety problems:
Given some hard (and indeed very rare) accidental conditions, what is the "failure probability" of the component? It is the case of "structural reliability analysis" (SRA) The physical phenomenon is described by a computer code The complex physics at play during the progressive erosion is not well known the emptying hydrograph H is not well known:
The maximum discharge Qmax The time of occurrence of the maximum discharge Tmax
We assume that the reservoir volume (V) is known We assume a triangular hydrograph
Step Step B Uncertainty assessment A hydraulic benchmark: the Garonne case-study Evaluating an extreme quantile of the flood water level at a given abscissa Or evaluating the probability for the flood water level in a given abscissa to be greater than a threshold value 
